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Abstract
We examine the subprocess γγ ! tc + tc at electron-
positron colliders in the two-Higgs-doublet model with
flavor-changing scalar couplings, where all the one-loop con-
tribuions are considered, and the results are applicable to
the whole mass range of the weakly coupled Higgs bosons.
Because of the heavy top quark mass, this process is impor-
tant in probing the flavor-changing top-charm-scalar vertex
and could be detectable at the Next Linear Collider, if the
values of the parameters are favorable. The results show
that this process is more promising than the direct e+e−
process for discovering flavor changing scalar interactions.
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I. Introduction
The experimental data have shown that the flavor changing scalar interactions (FCSI)
involving the light quarks are strongly suppressed. This leads to the suppression of the flavor
changing neutral currents(FCNC) which is an important feature of the standard model(SM)
which was explained in terms of the GIM mechanism. In the commonly used two-Higgs-
doublet models(THDM), the absence of the FCSI at the tree level can be assured, if the
natural flavor conservation(NFC) condition[1] is valid, by imposing discrete symmetries on
the model. Then the THDM model with NFC condition can be subdivided into two modes,
i.e., Model I and Model II. In Model I, both the up and down type quarks get their masses
from the same Higgs doublet, and in Model II the quarks get their masses from dierent
doublets. Two years ago the CDF and D0 collaborations found that the top quark has a
very large mass (world average value: mt = 175:6  5:5 GeV )[2]. This extraordinary mass
scale of the top quark has many important implications pertaining to many outstanding
issues in theoretical particle physics. One of these consequences is that FCSI at the tree
level would exist at high mass scales. The measurement of FCSI involving top quark would
provide an important test for the discrimination of various models. As Cheng, Sher and
other authors[3][4][5][6] pointed out, since the Yukawa couplings are typically related to the
masses of the fermions participating at the vertices, it is rather natural to expect having
Yukawa couplings for the FCSI instead of placing the constraints due to NFC on the theory.
If the Yukawa couplings are proportional to the quark masses, low energy limits on FCNC’s
may be evaded because the flavor changing couplings to the light quarks are small, and the
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suppression of the FCSI involving light quarks can be automatically satised. Then the
imposition of discrete symmetries to insure that the NFC condition is satised, which is
normally invoked in commonly used two-Higgs-doublet models to prevent the FCSI at the
tree level, is therefore unnecessary. We call such THDM as the third mode of THDM(i.e.,
THDM III) [6]. In the framework of this model the eects of FCSI involving the heavy quark
will be enhanced.
If the philosophy of the THDM III is correct, one would expect that large eects of the
FCSI could manifest themselves in the cases involving the massive top quark. Therefore
testing the existence of the flavor changing scalar interactions involving top quarks is a
promising task for future colliders. Recently, D. Atwood et al. [7] presented results of a
calculation for the process e+e− ! tc(or tc) in the THDM III, and they got Rtc=4 to be
in the order of 10−5 with proper parameters. They stressed that this experimental signal is
very clean and that FCSI can lead to measurable eects. As we know, the future Next Linear
Collider(NLC) is designed as a 500GeV e+e− collider with an integral luminosity of the order
of 10 fb−1 per year. There is also a possibility that the NLC may be operated in γγ collision
mode, then it provides another facility in top physics research with a cleaner environment.
The subprocess γγ ! h0; A0 ! tc+tc was rst studied by Hou and Lin[8]. They pointed out
that at the NLC we can also use this processs to study FCSI. There they presented results of
calculations for the specic case where on-mass-shell neutral Higgs bosons with the masses
in the range 200 GeV < mh0;A0 < 2 mt ’ 350 GeV are produced from γγ fusion and the
photon helicities have the average value < 
0
> +1. They predicted that one can get
102  103 raw events per year with 50 fb−1 luminosities in NLC operated in γγ collision
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mode.
In this paper we present the complete one-loop calculation for the subprocess γγ ! tc(or
tc) at the O(mtmc=m
2
W ) order in the THDM III, and the results are applicable to the whole
mass range for weakly coupled Higgs bosons. The production rates of e+e− ! γγ ! tc+ tc
are also given for the NLC energy range. It shows that this process is more promising than
the straight e+e− process for probing FCSI. The paper is organized as follows: The details of
calculation are given in Sec. II. In Sec. III there are numerical results and discussion and a
short summary. Finally, the explicit expressions used in the paper are collected in appendix.
II. Calculation
In the third type of the two-Higgs-doublet model, the up-type and down-type quarks are
allowed simultaneously to couple to more than one scalar doublet. We consider the THDM















+2 D2 − V (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2); (2)
where V (1; 2) is the general potential which is consistent with the gauge symmetries. Since
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where v ’ 246 GeV . The physical spectrum of Higgs bosons consists of two scalar neutral
bosons h0 and H0, one pseudoscalar neutral boson A0 and two charged Higgs H,
H0 =
p












The masses of the ve neutral and charged Higgs bosons and the mixing angle  are free














where the rst two terms give masses of the quark mass eigenstates, and Uij and 
D
ij are the
3 3 matrices which give the strength of the flavor changing neutral scalar vertices. The s
are all free parameters and can be constrained by the experimental data. If we neglect CP












Comparing it with the usual gauge couplings of SU(2)  U(1), one has  = 1p
2
. In our
calculation we use  = 1p
2
and note that there is no stringent bound on the coupling factor
 theoretically.
This process can be produced via one-loop diagrams, and the Feynman diagrams are
given in gure 1(a) and gure 1(b), where the contribution of neutral Higgs and charged
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Higgs one-loop diagrams are given respectively. The diagrams exchanging the two external
γγ lines are not shown in Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b). Fig.1(a)(1  12) and Fig. 1(b)(1  6)
are the self-energy diagrams, Fig. 1(a)(13  20) and Fig. 1(b)(7  10, 13  16) are the
vertex correction diagrams, Fig. 1(a)(25  28) are the s-channel diagrams, Fig.1(b)(19)
is the quartic vertex diagram and Fig. 1(a)(20  24) and Fig. 1(b)(11  12, 17  18,
20  21) are the box diagrams. There is no tree-level contribution, therefore the proper
vertex counterterm cancels the counterterms of the diagrams with external legs. That is to
say the evaluation can be simply carried out by summing all unrenormalized reducible and
irreducible diagrams.
To simplify the calculation we set  = 0 as adopted in Refs.[7] and [9] and let all scalar
bosons be degenerate, i.e., mh0 = mA0 = mH = Ms where Ms is the common scalar mass.
The contribution from the coupling involving H0 is suppressed due to  = 0.
In the calculation for the s-channel diagrams(Fig.1.(a)(25  26)), we take into account
the width eects of the h0 and A0 propagators. As we know, the decays of h0 to WW and
ZZ are suppressed, because of the factor sin in the h0WW , and h0ZZ couplings and h0
decay to A0A0 is also forbidden due to the case of the degenerate masses of h0 and A0. Note
that the pesudoscalar A0 does not couple with gauge boson pair. Therefore only the decays
of h0 and A0 to nal states qi qj need to be considered, where qi and qj represent quarks of
flavor i and j respectively. The decay width for the scalar h0 can be written as[10]

























The decay width for the pesudoscalar A0 boson can be represented by exchanging exponents
3=2 $ 1=2 and mh0 $ mA0 in Eq.(7). When mt + mc < Ms < 2mt, the dominant decay
modes of h0 and A0 are h0; A0 ! cc; bb; tc + tc, whereas when Ms > 2mt, the nal state tt
decay channel is open, and their decay widths are rather large due to the large masses of Ms
and mt.
We denote  as the scattering angle between one of the photons and the nal top quark.
Then in the center-of-mass(CMS) we express all the four-momenta of the initial and nal
particles by means of the total energy
p
s^ and the scattering angle . The four-momenta of










































































The corresponding matrix element for all the diagrams in gure 1(a) and gure 1(b) is
written as
M = M s^ +M t^ +M u^ (11)
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The upper indexes s^; t^; and u^ represent the amplitudes corresponding to the s-channel
diagrams, t-channel and u-channel diagrams in gure 1(a) and gure 1(b) respectively. The
variables s^, t^ and u^ are usual Mandelstam variables in the center of mass system of γγ. Their
denitions are:
s^ = (p1 + p2)
2 = (p3 + p4)
2; t^ = (p1 − p3)2 = (p2 − p4)2;
u^ = (p1 − p4)2 = (p2 − p3)2:
(12)
We collect all the explicit expressions of the amplitudes appearing in equation (11) in the






dt^j M j2 (13)
where j M j2 is the initial spin-averaged matrix element squared, the color factor Nc = 3 and








s^. The total cross section for e+e− ! γγ ! tc+ tc can














s^ are the e+e− and γγ CMS energies respectively, and the quantity dLγγ=dz










For unpolarized initial electrons and laser photon beams, the energy spectrum of the back-





































and  = 4E0!0=m
2
e. me and E0 are the mass and energies of the incident electron, respec-
tively. The dimensionless parameter x represents the fraction of the energy of the incident
electron carried by the back-scattered photon. In our evaluation, we choose !0 such that it
maximizes the back-scattered photon energy without spoiling the luminosity by e+e− pair
production. Then we can get  = 2(1 +
p
2) ’ 4:8, xmax ’ 0:83 and D() ’ 1:8. That is a
usual method which was used in Ref.[12].
III. Numerical Results and Discussion
In the numerical evolution we take the input parameters[13] as mb = 4:5GeV , mc =
1:35GeV , mt = 175GeV , MW = 80:2226GeV , GF = 1:166392  10−5(GeV )−2 and  =
1=137:036.
Figure 2 shows the cross sections for γγ ! tc+tc as a function of the masses of the Higgs
bosons Ms. The cross sections are displayed for the three values of the γγ CMS energy 200
GeV, 400 GeV and 500 GeV respectively. Because there is no stringent bound on the Higgs
bosons masses, we choose Ms in the range from 50 GeV to 800 GeV. The higher peak of each
curve comes from s-channel resonance eects, where Ms = mh0 = mA0 
p
s^. The smaller
peak of each curve mainly comes from the contribution of the quartic vertex diagram. For
the curve
p
s^  200 GeV , it is located at about
p
s^  2 Ms, whereas for
p
s^  400 GeV and
500 GeV , they are at Ms  150GeV . From these curves we nd that the cross section can




Figure 3 shows the cross sections of γγ ! tc + tc as a function of
p
s^, and the three
curves correspond to the Ms values 100 GeV, 250 GeV and 500 GeV respectively. For
Ms = 100GeV , the eects of the widths of the Higgs bosons are not obvious, and s-channel
resonance eects are suppressed, since
p





s^ approaches the value of Ms, such as Ms = 250GeV ,
the cross section will be enhanced by the s-channel resonance eects, and the width eects
become larger, since the h0; A0 ! tc+ tc channels are opened. The small peak of the dashed
line, where
p
s^  2mt = 350 GeV , comes from the contribution of the neutral Higgs box
diagrams. For Ms = 500GeV , the cross section goes up from
p
s^ ’ 300GeV due to the
s-channel resonance eects and large width eects of h0 and A0.
In gure 4 we show the cross section of e+e− ! γγ ! tc + tc as a function of center-of-
mass energy of electron-positron system
p
s. The cross section may reach 0.11 femptobarn
when Ms = 250 GeV and
p
s = 355 GeV . For Ms = 100GeV the cross section is two orders
smaller than that for Ms = 250 GeV . When Ms = 500 GeV , the cross section is only of the
order 10−4 femptobarn. For a 500 GeV NLC operating in e+e− mode with 50 fb−1 integrated
luminosity, one can expect about 6 raw events when Ms = 250 GeV . Since the cross section
of this process roughly scales as 4, if we let  ’ 1, the cross section will be 4 times
larger. That is to say about 24 raw events may be produced per year in unpolarized photon
collisions. That means the tc production may be detectable in future NLC experiment. In
Ref.[8] Hou et al. pointed out that one could expect 102  103 γγ ! h0; A0 ! tc + tc raw
events a year with 50 fb−1 integrated luminosity, where they assume that the on-mass-shell
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neutral Higgs bosons with 200 GeV < mh0;A0 < 2 mt ’ 350 GeV are produced and the
photon polarizations have < 
0
> +1. This estimate doesn’t contradict ours, if we make
the same assumptions and the parameters have their most favorable values. For the process





−5[7], when all the
masses of Higgs bosons are degenerate, which amounts to less than 0.1 event for a 500 GeV
NLC with 50 fb−1 integrated luminosity. It shows clearly that with the same parameters,
the process e+e− ! γγ ! tc + tc occurs with larger cross section than e+e− ! tc + tc
process.
In summary, from our one-loop calculation, we can conclude that it is possible in the
NLC that the process e+e− ! γγ ! tc + tc can be used to probe the flavor changing
interactions in the context of THDM III with clean signals. The NLC operating in photon-
photon mode can produce more events for discovering flavor changing scalar interactions
than in electron-positron collision mode.
One of the authors, Ma Wen-Gan, would like to thank the Institute of Theoretical Physics
of the University of Vienna and the Institute of High Energy Physics of the Austrian Academy
of Sciences for warm hospitality extended to him during his stay under agreement of the
exchange program(Project number IV.B.12).
Appendix
We adopt the same denitions of one-loop A, B, C and D integral functions as in Ref.[14]
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f1; q; q ; qg
[q2 −m21][(q + p1)2 −m
2
2][(q + p1 + p2)
2 −m23]
;





dDqf1; q; q ; q; qg
f[q2 −m21][(q + p1)
2 −m22][(q + p1 + p2)
2 −m23][(q + p1 + p2 + p3)
2 −m24]g
−1:
In our calculation we take the strange quark mass ms = 0. The M
s^ in equation (11) can
be written as




























t (B0[−p1 − p2;mt;mt]− ((p1 + p2)  p3C0
+4C24))[p3;−p1 − p2;mt;mt;mt] + 9[m2bC0 +mtmc(C11 − C12) +m
2
tC12


























The amplitude of M t^ can be written as




























































































































γ + f 020γ5/p3γ
γ)v(p2);
(A:2)
where the fis and f
0
is are expressed explicitly as,






+12(m2b(D11 −D12) +mtmc(D25 −D26 −D310 +D35)










i ; i = b; t) + 32m
2
t (D11 −D12 + 2D21 − 2D24
−2D25 + 2D26 +D31 + 2D310 −D34 − 2D35
+D37 −D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:4)
f 02 = 24a1(m
2
bC0 −mtmc(C11 + C21) +m
2
t (C12 + C23))[p2;−p4;mb;Ms;Ms]
−24a1(m2bC0 −mtmcC22 +m
2
t (C12 + C23))[−p4; p2;mb;mb;Ms]
−36(m2b(D0 −D13) +mtmc(D11 +D21 −D25 −D310 +D34)
+m2t (D12 +D22 +D24 −D26 +D36 −D38))[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]
−12(m2b(D0 +D12)−mtmc(D23 −D26 −D310 +D37) +m
2
t (D11 −D13 +D21
+D24 − 2D25 +D34 +D35))[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]
+4(m2b(D12 +D24) +mtmc(D310 −D39)








i ; i = b; t) + 32a1mt(mc(C11 + C21)
+mt(C12 + C23))[−p2; p4;Ms;mt;mt]− 32m2t (D12 −D13 +D23 + 2D24
−D25 − 2D26 − 2D310 +D34 +D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:6)
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f 03 = 36(m
2
b(D25 −D26) +mtmcD35
−m2t (D310 −D38))[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms] + 12(m
2
b(D25 −D26)
+mtmc(D37 −D39)−m2t (D310 −D35))[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]









i ; i = b; t)
+32m2t (D37 −D39 −D25 +D26 +D310 −D35)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:8)
f 04 = −36(m
2
b(D11 −D12 +D26)−mtmc(D21 +D31 −D35)−m
2
t (D22 −D24














i ; i = b; t) + 32m
2
t (D26 + D310 −D23 −D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:10)
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t (C11 + C21))
+2(C24 + (p1  p3)(C12 + C23)))[−p1; p3;mb;Ms;Ms]
−24a1mtC24[p2;−p4;mb;Ms;Ms]− 12a2mt(2C24 +m2b(C0 + C12)
−mcmtC22)[p3;−p1;mb;mb;Ms] + 12a1mt(2m2bC0 − 2C24
+m2c(C22 − C23)−mtmcC12 +m
2
t (C11 + C21))
+2(p1  p2 − p2  p3)(C11 − C12 + C21 − C23)
−2p1  p3(C11 + C21))[−p4; p2;mb;mb;Ms]
−36mt(D27 +D312)[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms] + 6(mt(4D27 + 4D311
+m2c(D23 +D37) +mtmc(D13 +D25) +m
2
t (D11 −D21
−D31))− 2mt((p1  p2)(D13 + 2D25 +D35) + (p1  p3)(D12 +D24 +D34)
+(p2  p3)(D13 +D25 +D26 +D310)))[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]
−2(mt(2D27 + 2D312 +m2bD0 −m
2
cD23 −mtmc(D22 −D26))




5(mtmc ! −mtmc)− 16a2a3m
3
tB1[−p1;mt;Ms] + 16a1a2mt(2p1  p3
−m2t )B1[−p1 + p3;mt;Ms] + 16a1a3m
2
tmcB1[p2;mt;Ms]
−16a2mt(m2tC0 +mtmc(2C11 + C21)
+2C24)[p1;−p3;Ms;mt;mt]− 16a1mt(2C24 −m2c(
+C21 − 2C23) +mcmtC11 −m2t (C12 + C22 − C0)− 2(p1  p2
−p2  p3)(C22 − C23)− 2p1  p3(C12 + C22))[−p2; p4;Ms;mt;mt]
−16mt(2D311 − 2D313 −mtmc(D21 −D25)−m2t (D0 + 2D11 −D13)
−2(p2  p3)(D25 −D26))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:12)
f 06 = −36mtD313[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms] + 12mt(D311
−D312)[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]− 2(mt(4D311 − 4D312 +m2b(D11 −D12)
−m2c(D37 −D39) +m
2
t (D32 −D36))− 2mt(p1  p2(D310 −D38) + p1  p3(D22 −D24




6 + 16mt(4D311 − 4D312 −m
2
t (2D21 − 2D24 − 2D25 + 2D26 +D31 + 2D310
−D34 − 2D35 +D37 −D39) + 2(p1  p2)(D25 −D26 −D310 +D35 −D37 +D39)
−2(p1  p3)(D22 −D24 +D25 −D26 −D34 +D35 +D36 −D37 −D38 +D39)
−2(p2  p3)(D25 −D26 +D310 −D37 −D38 +D39))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:14)
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−2mt(p1  p2(D23 +D37)− p1  p3(D26 +D310)
−p2  p3(D23 +D39)))[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]





+2mt(p1  p2(D23 +D39) + p1  p3(D25 +D310)




7(mtmc ! −mtmc) + 16mt(m
2
t (−D13 −D23 +D25 +D33 +D35 − 2D37)
−4D313 + 2(p1  p2)(D33 −D37) + 2(p1  p3)(D23 −D25 −D310 −D33
+D37 +D39)− 2(p2  p3)(D33 −D39))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:16)
f 08 = 24a1mt(p1  p3)(C12 + C23)[p2;−p4;mb;Ms;Ms]
−24a1mt(p1  p3)(C12 + C23)[−p4; p2;mb;mb;Ms]
−36mt(D313 −D27 −D311)[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]
−12mt(D27 +D312 −D313)[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]





−2mt(p1  p2(D26 +D310)− p1  p3(D12 −D13 + 2D24 −D26 +D34)




8 − 32a1mt(p1  p3)C12[−p2; p4;Ms;mt;mt] + 16mt(6D313 − 2D27
−4D312 +m2t (2D23 + 2D24 − 2D25 − 2D26 − 2D310
−D33 +D34 −D35 + 2D37 +D39) + 2(p1  p2)(D23 −D26 −D310 −D33 +D37 +D39)
+2(p1  p3)(D25 −D22 − 2D23 + 2D26 + 2D310 +D33 −D36 −D37 +D38 − 2D39)
+2(p2  p3)(D26 −D23 +D33 +D38 − 2D39))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:18)
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t (D22 +D38)) +m
2





t (D22 +D32)) + 2m
2
b(p1  p2D26 − p1  p3(D0 −D24) + p2  p3D25)
−2(p1  p2(mtmcD39 +m2t (D26 +D38))− p1  p3(mtmc(D12 −D13 +D310)




f9 = −f 09(mtmc ! −mtmc)
+8a2a3m
4





t (2C11 + C21) + 2(p1  p3)(C0 + C11
+C12 + C23))[p1;−p3;Ms;mt;mt] + 16a1(p1  p3)mtmc(C0
+C11)[−p2; p4;Ms;mt;mt] + 4mt(4mt(D27 + 2D311 − 2D313)
−4mcm2t (D11 −D13)−m
3
t (4D21 + 4D23 − 8D25 + 2D31 − 2D33
−6D35 + 6D37) + 4(p1  p2)(mcD13 −mt(D23 −D25 −D33
−D35 + 2D37)) + 4(p1  p3)(mcD12 +mt(D11 −D13
+D21 + 2D23 +D24 − 3D25 −D26 − 2D310 −D33 +D34 −D35
+2D37 +D39))− 4(p2  p3)(mcD13 −mt(D23 −D25
−D26 −D310 −D33 +D37 +D39)))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:20)


















i ; i = b; t)
−16m2t (D27 +D311 −D313)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:22)
f 011 = 36mt(D23 −D26 −D38 +D39)[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]
−12mt(D22 −D24 −D34 +D36)[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]





11 + 32mt(D22 −D24 +D25 −D26 −D34 +D35 +D36 −D37
−D38 +D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:24)
f 012 = 36mt(D12 −D13 +D22 +D23 +D24 −D25 − 2D26 −D310 +D36
−D38 +D39)[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]− 12mt(D12 −D13 +D22
+D24 −D25 −D26 −D310 +D36)[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]




12 + 32mt(D22 +D23 −D25 −D26 −D310 +D36
−D38 +D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:26)






13 + 32mt(D25 −D26 +D310 −D37 −D38
+D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:28)
f 014 = 36mt(D22 −D24 +D25 −D26 −D34
+D35 +D36 −D37 −D38 +D39)[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]
+12mt(D23 −D26 −D38 +D39)[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]




14 + 32mt(D23 −D26 −D38 +D39)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt]; (A:30)




t (C11 + C21 − C12 − C23))[−p1; p3;mb;Ms;Ms]
−12a2(m2bC0 −mtmcC12 −m
2
t (C23 − C22))[p3;−p1;mb;mb;Ms]
+6(m2bD0 +mtmc(D13 +D25)
+m2t (D11 −D12 +D21 −D24))[−p1; p3;−p2;mb;Ms;Ms;mb]










i ; i = b; t)
+16a2m
2
t (C11 + C21 − C12 − C23))[p1;−p3;Ms;mt;mt] + 16mt(mcD13
−mt(D11 −D12 +D21 −D24 −D25 +D26))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:32)
f 016 = −2(m
2









i ; i = b; t)
+16m2t (D11 −D12 +D21 −D24 −D25 +D26)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:34)















i ; i = b; t)
+16mt(mcD13 +mt(D25 −D26))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:36)
f 018 = 12a1(m
2
bC0 −mtmc(C11 + C21) +m
2
t (C12 + C23))[p2;−p4;mb;Ms;Ms]
−12a1(m2bC0 −mtmcC22 +m
2
t (C12 + C23))[−p4; p2;mb;mb;Ms]
−2(m2b(D0 +D11)−mtmc(D23 −D25)








i ; i = b; t)
−16a1mt(mc(C12 − C21 + C23)−mtC11)[−p2; p4;Ms;mt;mt]
−16m2t (D12 +D24 −D13 −D26)[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:38)
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tB1 − 2(p1  p3)B1)[−p1 + p3;mb;Ms]
−12a2mtC24[−p1; p3;mb;Ms;Ms]− 12a1mtC24[p2;−p4;mb;Ms;Ms]





c(C22 − C23) +mtmcC12 −m
2
t (C11 + C21))
+2mt(p1  p2 − p2  p3)(C11 − C12 + C21 − C23)
−2mt(p1  p3)(C11 + C21))[−p4; p2;mb;mb;Ms]
−18mt(D313 −D312)D0[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]− (mt(4D27 + 4D311
+m2b(D0 +D11)−m
2
c(2D23 + d37)−mtmcD13 −m
2
t (D12 + 2D22 + d36))
+m2bmtD0 − 2mt(p1  p2(D13 + 2D26 +D310)− p1  p3(D12 + 2D24 +D34)





19(mtmc ! −mtmc)− 8a2a3m
3
tB1[−p1;mt;Ms] + 8a1a2mt(2p1  p3
−m2t )B1[−p1 + p3;mt;Ms] + 8a1a3m
2
tmcB1[p2;mt;Ms]
−8a2mt(2C24 +m2t (C0 − C11 − C21)
+2(p1  p3)(C12 + C23))[p1;−p3;Ms;mt;mt]− 8a1mt(2C24 −m2c(C21 − 2C23)
+mcmtC11 −m2t (C12 + C22 − C0)− 2(p1  p2 − p2  p3)(C22 − C23)
+2(p1  p3)(C12 + C22))[−p2; p4;Ms;mt;mt]− 8mt(4D312 − 4D313
+m2cD33 −m
2
t (D0 −D11 +D13 −D21 +D23 + 2D24 − 2D26 − 2D310
−D33 +D34 −D35 + 2D37 +D39)− 2(p1  p2)(D25 −D26 −D310 −D33 +D37 +D39)
+2(p1  p3)(D22 +D23 − 2D26 − 2D310 −D33 +D36 +D37 −D38 + 2D39)
−2(p2  p3)(D33 +D38 − 2D39))[p1;−p3;−p4;Ms;mt;mt;mt];
(A:40)
f 020 = −18mt(D313 −D312)[p2;−p4;−p3;mb;Ms;Ms;Ms]

















M u^ = M t^ (p3 $ p4; $ ; t^$ u^) (A:43)
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Figure Captions
Fig.1 The Feynman diagrams of the subprocess γγ ! tc.
Fig.2 Total cross sections of the subprocess γγ ! tc + tc as function of Ms. The solid
curve is for
p
s^ = 200GeV , the dashed curve is for
p
s^ = 400GeV and the dotted curve is
for
p
s^ = 500GeV .
Fig.3 Total cross sections of the subprocess γγ ! tc + tc as function of
p
s^. The solid
curve is for Ms = 100 GeV , the dashed curve is for Ms = 250 GeV and the dotted curve is
for Ms = 500 GeV .
Fig.4 Total cross sections of the process e+e− ! γγ ! tc + tc as function of
p
s. The
solid curve is for Ms = 100 GeV , the dashed curve is for Ms = 250 GeV and the dotted
curve is for Ms = 500 GeV .
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